Integration of Perforated Subretinal Prostheses With Retinal Tissue
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Purpose: To investigate the integration of subretinal implants containing full-depth perforations of various widths with rat and pig retina across weeks of implantation.

Methods: In transgenic P23H rhodopsin line 1 (TgP23H-1) rats and wild-type (WT) pigs, we examined four subretinal implant designs: solid inactive polymer arrays (IPA), IPAs with 5- or 10-μm wide perforations, and active bipolar photovoltaic arrays (bPVA) with 5-μm perforations. We surgically placed the implants into the subretinal space using an external approach in rats or a vitreoretinal approach in pigs. Implant placement in the subretinal space was verified with optical coherence tomography and retinal perfusion was characterized with fluorescein angiography. Rats were sacrificed 8 or 16 weeks post-implantation (wpi) and pigs 2, 4, or 8 wpi, and retinas evaluated at the light microscopic level.

Results: Regardless of implant design, retinas of both species showed normal vasculature. In TgP23H-1 retinas implanted with 10-μm perforated IPAs, inner nuclear layer (INL) cells migrated through the perforations by 8 wpi, resulting in significant INL thinning by 16 wpi. Additionally, these retinas showed greater pseudo-rosette formation and fibrosis compared with retinas with solid or 5-μm perforated IPAs. TgP23H-1 retinas with bPVAs showed similar INL migration to retinas with 5-μm perforated IPAs, with less fibrosis and rosette formation. WT pig retina with perforated IPAs maintained photoreceptors, showed no migration, and less pseudo-rosette formation, but more fibrosis compared with implanted TgP23H-1 rat retinas.

Conclusions: In retinas with photoreceptor degeneration, solid implants, or those with 5-μm perforations lead to the best biocompatibility.

Introduction

Retinitis pigmentosa (RP) and age-related macular degeneration (AMD) are among leading causes of blindness in developed nations, with the prevalence of AMD rising with increased life expectancy.\textsuperscript{1} The pathophysiology of these diseases involves death of photoreceptors and associated late stage retinal remodeling.\textsuperscript{2} Electronic visual prosthetics are one potential strategy to restore visual function, particularly once photoreceptor degeneration is complete. Two approaches are used with retinal prosthetics: epi-retinal,\textsuperscript{3,4} where the device is placed in proximity to the retinal ganglion cells (RGCs); and sub-retinal,\textsuperscript{5-8} where the device is placed in proximity to the inner nuclear layer (INL). Epi-retinal electrodes stimulate primarily the RGCs, but can also affect cells/synapses in the INL/inner plexiform layer,\textsuperscript{9} whereas the sub-retinal implants target primarily the INL neurons (bipolar, horizontal, and amacrine cells),\textsuperscript{10,11} although at higher settings they can also affect RGCs.\textsuperscript{11}
To optimally stimulate retinal neurons, all implants should be located in close proximity to the target tissue and be highly biocompatible. Our previous work assessed the short- and long-term integration of solid subretinal implants or short-term integration of subretinal implants with trenches or pillars with retinas in various species with and without photoreceptor degeneration. In this study we assess migration of retinal tissue through perforations of various sizes over extended periods of time in rats and pigs, and compare biocompatibility of these designs with solid (nonperforated) implants.

**Methods**

**Animals**

The TgP23H-1 transgenic rat model expresses a mutant mouse rhodopsin protein with a proline to histidine substitution at position 23 that leads to rapid photoreceptor death (Steinberg RH, et al. *IOVS* 1996;37:ARVO Abstract 698). Homozygous, Sprague Dawley TgP23H-1 (provided by Mathew LaVail, PhD; University of California at San Francisco School of Medicine, Beckman Vision Center) that were bred to wild-type (WT) Long-Evans rats and heterozygous, pigmented TgP23H-1 rats were used in all experiments. Pigmented TgP23H-1 rats demonstrate ONL thinning as early as P30 and less than 50% thickness remaining relative to WT by P90 (Lowe RJ, et al. *IOVS* 2005;46:ARVO E-Abstract 2300). Rats were maintained in cyclic light conditions (12 hour light/dark; 25–200 lux) at the Atlanta VA Medical Center and given access to food and water ad libitum. A total of 49 eyes from 30 TgP23H-1 rats were implanted at 8 to 11 weeks of age with one of four implant designs (described below; Table 1). Retinas were assessed histologically 8 or 16 weeks later. Domestic WT pigs were implanted at 1 to 3 months of age and followed for 2, 4, or 8 weeks. A total of nine eyes from seven pigs were implanted with the implant designs described here (Table 1). Retinas were assessed histologically 8 or 16 weeks later.

**Implants**

Four implant designs were tested: inactive polymer arrays (IPAs) with three perforation widths (0, 5, or 10 μm), and active bipolar photovoltaic arrays (bPVA) with 5-μm perforations (Fig. 1). Fabrication of IPA devices has been previously described. Briefly, IPA devices were composed of SU-8 (MicroChem Corp., Newton, MA), a light-activated polymer with high structural strength and coated in parylene-C (poly-dichloro-diparaxylylene), a Food and Drug Administration–approved polymer commonly used for implantable devices. The final dimensions of the IPA devices were 0.8 × 1.2 mm and 30 μm in thickness (Fig. 1A). All implants were sterilized using gas or liquid methods before implantation.

Fabrication and specifications of bPVA devices have been previously described. Briefly, each photovoltaic cell of the bPVA was comprised of three-photodiodes that produced biphasic electrical pulse when illuminated by pulsed light (Fig. 1B). bPVAs had 5-μm perforations to electrically isolate pixels and promote movement of extracellular milieu between adjacent pixels. bPVA electrodes were sputter coated with iridium oxide on top of platinum base layer. The final dimensions of the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of TgP23H-1 Rats and WT Pigs Successfully Implanted With Each Device Type</th>
<th>0-μm IPA</th>
<th>5-μm IPA</th>
<th>10-μm IPA</th>
<th>5-μm bPVA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TgP23H-1 rat eyes (unsuccessful surgeries)</td>
<td>6 (1)</td>
<td>19 (4)</td>
<td>18 (3)</td>
<td>4 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WT pig eyes</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1.** Representative IPA and bPVA implants. (A) IPA device with 70-μm pixels separated by 5-μm perforations. (B) bPVA implants with 70-μm pixels separated by 5-μm perforations. Insets show magnified region of the implant. Scale bar: 100 μm.
bPVA device were 0.8 \times 1.2 \text{ mm}, and 30 \mu\text{m} in thickness.

**Surgery**

TgP23H-1 rats were randomly implanted with one of four subretinal devices, as previously described. Briefly, animals were anesthetized (ketamine 60 mg/kg; xylazine 7.5 mg/kg), and the globe rotated inferiorly using a superior, transscleral traction suture. Next, an approximately 1-mm incision was made through all layers of the globe and the retina was allowed to spontaneously detach from the retinal pigmented epithelium (RPE) over 10 minutes. Finally, the implant was gently guided into the subretinal space by an intraocular lens manipulator. Implants were positioned in the superior retina approximately 1.5 mm from the optic nerve head. Antibiotic ointment was applied to the area of incision. Implant placement was confirmed via fundoscopy and spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) at 2 weeks and then at least monthly.

Pig eyes were implanted with subretinal devices using a vitreoretinal approach, similar to one described previously. Briefly, after initial sedation with tiletamine HCl and zolazepam HCl (2.0–8.8 mg/kg Telazol; Zoetis, Inc., Florham Park, NJ), sedation was maintained by intubated anesthesia (1.5–2.0% isoflurane mixed with oxygen). After pupil dilation and relaxation of accommodation with 2.5% phenylephrine and 1% tropicamide, a three-port 20-G pars plana vitrectomy was performed. Small neurosensory retinal blebs were created with 30 to 50 \mu L BSS Plus (Alcon, Fort Worth, TX) injected into the subretinal space through a 39-G blunt tip needle. The opening of the bleb was widened using vitrectomy scissors and the implant device gently manipulated into the subretinal space. In pig eyes, 1 to 3 devices were implanted per eye in different locations.

**In Vivo Imaging**

Fundus exams and in vivo examination of retinal cross sections were obtained with a scanning laser ophthalmoscope (SLO) and SD-OCT (Heidelberg Spectralis HRA+OCT, Heidelberg Engineering, Heidelberg, Germany and Envisu SD-OCT Preclinical, Bioptigen, Inc., Morrisville, NC) to confirm subretinal placement of the implant 8 days after implantation and to verify stability of the device at 2-week intervals during the follow-up period. Rats and pigs were anesthetized as described above, eyes dilated with 1% tropicamide (Bausch & Lomb, Tampa, FL) and corneas anesthetized with 0.5% tetracaine hydrochloride (Alcon). Rats were placed on a heating pad (maintained at 37°C) and multiple images obtained over and around the implanted device. Vascular effects of subretinal implants in rats were documented using fluorescein angiography (2.5-mL injected intraperitoneal of 10% percent fluorescein, AK-Fluor; Akorn, San Jose, CA).

**Histology and Statistical Analysis**

At 8 or 16 weeks post-implantation (wpi) rats were anesthetized followed by a lethal dose of sodium pentobarbital (Euthasol; Virbac, Fort Worth, Texas). Anesthetized pigs were euthanized with beuthanasia (1 mL/5 kg). All eyes were enucleated and fixed in 2% paraformaldehyde/2.5% glutaraldehyde and embedded in resin (Embed 812/DER 736; Electron Microscopy Sciences, Fort Washington, PA). Posterior eyecups were sectioned at 0.5-\mu \text{m} thickness and stained with toluidine blue. Histological cross sections were viewed on a light microscope and a subset of rat eyes (n = 22) were quantified for total INL thickness and migration of INL neurons through the implant perforations. The latter was quantified as the thickness of INL nuclei layer under the implant (RPE side) or over the implant (RGC side). For each implant type, three to seven rat retinas were quantified, with five regions measured across the length of the implanted region. One-way ANOVA was performed (SigmaStat 3.5, Richmond, CA) to compare differences in INL thickness between the different implant designs in individual retinal sections (Table 2).

**Results**

**Implanted Devices Remain Stable in the Subretinal Space**

All devices were placed in the superior retina and subsequent SLO and OCT imaging confirmed that each device remained near its placement site (Figs. 2A–C). Each remained within the subretinal space and produced minimal tissue disruption (Figs. 2D, E). Fundus examinations indicated that all surgically induced neurosensory retinal detachments resolved within 1 week. In all rats and pigs, retinal vasculature overlying and distal to the implant was normal and none of the retinas showed ischemia or neovascular-
Table 2. Presence of Pseudo-rosettes and Fibrosis in TgP23H-1 Rat and WT Pig Retinas Implanted With Different Implant Designs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>0-µm IPA</th>
<th>5-µm IPA</th>
<th>10-µm IPA</th>
<th>5-µm bPVA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TgP23H-1 rats</td>
<td>0/3</td>
<td>3/8</td>
<td>5/8</td>
<td>1/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TgP23H-1 fibrosis</td>
<td>0/3</td>
<td>5/8</td>
<td>8/8</td>
<td>0/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WT pigs</td>
<td>0/2</td>
<td>0/2</td>
<td>2/5</td>
<td>4/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fibrosis</td>
<td>2/2</td>
<td>2/2</td>
<td>4/5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Number of retinas affected/total retinas examined.

At 8 wpi, we compared TgP23H-1 rat retinal morphology across subretinally implanted IPA designs. Figure 3 shows representative sections from retinas with solid, 5-, and 10-µm perforated IPAs and bPVAs with 5-µm perforations at 8 wpi. In all eyes, the IPA was positioned in the subretinal space, between the retina and RPE and in close proximity to both. The degree of INL cell migration through the implant toward the RPE varied with the perforation width (Figs. 3B–D). Solid IPAs precluded INL cell migration (Fig. 3A), and those with 5-µm perforations allowed minimal INL cell migration (Fig. 3B). In contrast, we found significant INL cell migration through the 10-µm perforations of IPAs toward the RPE (Fig. 3C). As a result, retinal thickness on the RPE side of IPA was significantly greater compared to 5 µm or solid devices (Fig. 4A; One-way ANOVA $F(3, 14) = 19.71$, $P < 0.001$) and total retinal thickness was significantly greater due to the disruption of INL lamination with migration (Fig. 4C; Two-way ANOVA $F(3, 14) = 6.70$, $P < 0.01$). Retinas implanted with bPVA implants with 5-µm perforations were similar to retinas implanted with solid or 5-µm IPAs (Figs. 4A–C). Survival of the INL cells did not depend on the presence of perforations, as the INL thickness of solid and 5-µm perforated IPAs were similar regardless of whether INL thickness was evaluated only above the implant (RGC side; Fig. 4B) or as total INL thickness (both above and below the implant; Fig. 4C).

Further analysis of the INL migration at 8 and 16 weeks wpi in 5- and 10µm IPAs showed significantly greater INL thickness on the RPE side with 10-µm perforations versus 5-µm perforations at 8 wpi, but not at 16 wpi (Figs. 3E–H, 4D; Two-way ANOVA $F(1,14) = 19.81$, $P < 0.001$). Thinning of the INL on the RGC side was evident by 16 weeks in retinas.

Figure 2. Representative fundus imaging (A, C), fluorescein angiography (B), and OCT imaging (D, E) of implanted TgP23H-1 rats (A, B, D) and WT pig (C, E). (A) At 2 weeks after implantation with an active bPVA with 5-µm perforations, the position of the implant superior to the optic nerve (white arrow) was confirmed by fundus imaging in TgP23H-1 rats. (B) Fluorescein angiography showed normal retinal macro- and microvasculature overlying the implant (black arrows indicate implant border) in the same retina. (C) The position of the active bPVA with 5-µm perforations was confirmed in a WT pig via fundus imaging (white arrow indicates optic nerve head; black arrow indicates subretinal implant). (D) OCT image of a TgP23H-1 rat implanted with a 5-µm perforated IPA device (white arrow) for 8 weeks (black arrow indicates INL). (E) OCT image of WT pig implanted with a 5-µm perforated bPVA (white arrow indicates subretinal implant; black arrow indicates INL). Due to the higher optical density of crystalline silicon relative to ocular tissue, the bPVA implant appears about 2× thicker than it is in reality. Asterisk indicates vitreous side of OCT image. For a reference scale, the implant devices are 0.8 × 1.2 mm, and 30 µm in thickness.
implanted with 10-μm perforated devices (Figs. 3G, H, 4E; Two-way ANOVA F(1, 14) = 7.18, P < 0.05).

The migration of the INL affected total INL thickness (above and below the implant) of the 10-μm perforated devices only at 8 weeks (Figure 4F; Two-way ANOVA F(1, 14) = 19.81, P < 0.001).

**Other Morphological Changes in Retinas With Perforated IPAs**

In TgP23H-1 rat retinas, perforation width also affected the formation of both pseudo-rosettes (photoreceptor nuclei in the outer nuclear layer that form partial or full circles) and glial fibrosis (Figs. 3, 5; Table 2). Retinas implanted with solid IPAs showed neither pseudo-rosette formation nor glial fibrosis, whereas 40% of retinas with 5-μm perforated IPAs and 63% of 10-μm perforated IPAs had pseudo-rosettes. Similarly, 40% and 100% of retinas implanted with these IPAs showed fibrosis, respectively. Finally, 33% of retinas implanted with 5-μm perforated active bPVAs showed pseudo-rosette formation and none had fibrosis (Table 2).

**Subretinal Implantation in Pigs**

A variety of vitreoretinal forceps were tested in the vitreoretinal surgery to implant IPAs in WT pigs, and all achieved successful placement with minimal tissue disruption (Fig. 6B). At 8 wpi, retinal lamination was normal and although only a few eyes were analyzed, there was a striking absence of pseudo-rosette formation in the WT pig with 5- and 10-μm IPAs, compared with 40% in pig retinas implanted with 5-μm perforated IPAs for a similar duration or retinas examined at 8 wpi. The black artifacts in the active bPVA section (D) are remnants of the bPVA device. Arrowhead: INL nuclei within the perforations. Scale bar: 50 μm. GCL, ganglion cell layer; ONL, outer nuclear layer.

**Discussion**

Close proximity between neurons and electrodes reduces stimulation thresholds and cross-talk between neighboring electrodes in retinal prosthetics.8,20 Among the strategies proposed to improve tissue...
Figure 4. Cell migration depends on perforation width and duration post-implantation. INL thickness on the RPE side of the implant (A, D), INL thickness of the RGC side of implant (B, E) and total INL thickness (C, F) of TgP23H-1 rats after implantation with various subretinal perforated devices after 8 weeks (A–C) or comparing 8 and 16 weeks post-implantation (D–F). (A) Retinas implanted with 10-μm perforated IPA devices showed significant migration of INL to the RPE side of the implant (one-way ANOVA $F(3, 14) = 19.72, P < 0.001$) compared with solid devices or 5-μm perforated IPAs. (B) No significant differences in INL thickness on the RGC side of the implant were found. (C) Total INL thickness (both retinal and RPE sides of the device) was significantly greater for retinas implanted with 10-μm perforated IPAs (one-way ANOVA $F(3, 14) = 6.70, P < 0.01$). (D) INL thickness in retinas with 10-μm IPA devices was significantly greater on the RPE side of the implant only at 8 wpi (two-way ANOVA $F(1, 14) = 7.28, P < 0.05$). (E) By 16 wpi, retinas implanted with 10-μm perforated IPAs showed significantly thinner INL on the RGC side (two-way ANOVA $F(1, 14) = 7.18, P < 0.05$). (F) The migration of the INL neurons increased total retinal thickness with the 10-μm perforated IPAs at 8 wpi (two-way ANOVA $F(1, 14) = 19.81, P < 0.001$). Error bars: represent SEM. Multiple comparisons *** $P < 0.001$, ** $P < 0.01$, * $P < 0.05$.

Figure 5. Representative pseudo-rosettes and fibrosis observed in a TgP23H-1 rat implanted with 10-μm perforated IPA device. Pseudo-rosettes of photoreceptor nuclei were observed in the ONL (asterisks). Fibrosis was observed around the implant (arrow).

Figure 6. Representative histological images of TgP23H-1 rat (A) and WT pig retinas (B) implanted with active bPVAs having 5-μm wide perforations. Active bPVA showed close proximity of the INL due to cell migration across the implant without significant retinal disruption when implanted using an external (A) or vitreoretinal (B) approach. The black artifacts are remnants of the bPVA device after histological sectioning.
apposition between INL cells and subretinal implant electrodes in the degenerated retina, we have examined the integration of the subretinal implant having perforations of 3 to 40 μm in diameter with retinal tissue in vitro and during short term (<9 days) in vivo experiments. We found significant INL cell migration through the openings when gaps exceed 5 μm in diameter. In the current study we extended our follow-up to 8-16 wpi, and again observe 70% more migration of the INL cells towards RPE through the 10-μm wide perforations than through 5-μm perforations (Fig. 4A). Because INL cells are the primary target of subretinal stimulation, this migration moves the cells away from the electrode stimulation and would be detrimental for prosthetic restoration of sight. We therefore conclude that if perforations are included they should be sufficiently narrow to preclude excessive migration.

**Perforations Do Not Improve INL Biocompatibility**

Previous studies have shown that wild-type retinas implanted with subretinal devices undergo photoreceptor degeneration in the region immediately overlying the device. The death of photoreceptors was attributed to the blockage of choroidal blood flow to the outer retina due to the solid nature of the subretinal implant. The inclusion of perforations was hypothesized to increase the health of the retina overlying the device. Our results show that INL thickness on the stimulating side of the IPA in retinas with solid IPAs is the same as IPAs with 5-μm perforations (Fig. 4). This indicates that the INL is less sensitive to the blockage of choroidal blood flow than the photoreceptors. Furthermore, the retinas with solid IPAs do not form pseudo-rosettes or undergo glial fibrosis, compared with IPAs with perforations. While the mechanism of retinal pseudo-rosette formation is unclear, higher rates have been observed in several retinal pathologies including retinal detachment, retinal transplantation, retinal trauma, RP, AMD, and subretinal polymer implantation. Additionally, we mainly observed pseudo-rosette formation in degenerating retinas in which photoreceptors were still present and migration was minimal, suggesting that death of photoreceptors may be necessary for migration through the perforations. Finally, we cannot rule out the possibility that the differences in rosette formation and fibrosis were due to the different implant materials in the IPA and bPVA devices. However, our previous studies of Royal College of Surgeons (RCS) rats, mer-KO mice, and WT cat retinas implanted with nonperforated bPVAs have not observed rosette formation and others have shown parylene to be biocompatible in pigs, dogs, rabbits, and RCS rats.

Gliosis and fibrosis have also been reported with other subretinal implants in both pigs and rats, and appear to be dependent on implant material. While we found less fibrosis formation in 5-μm perforated bPVA compared with 5-μm perforated IPA devices (Table 2), the basal electrical activity produced by the bPVAs makes a direct comparison of implant material difficult.

**Perforations Permit Migration of Inner Retinal Neurons**

Similar to other studies, we found the retina readily conformed to subretinal implants with 3-dimensional shapes. In this study, we showed that the long-term biocompatibility of the retinal-implant interface may be compromised when perforation width is similar or larger than the neuron soma size (Figs. 3, 4). IPAs with 10-μm perforations permit significant migration of the INL cells in TgP23H-1 rats by 8 weeks (Figs. 4A, 4D). While this did not immediately affect the INL on the RGC side of the implant, the total INL thickness was increased (Fig. 4F), indicating that tight stacking of INL neurons in normal and unimplanted retinas was disrupted (Fig. 3). In fact, the INL cell density was variable, as seen by comparing the micrographs in Figure 3. However, this variability in INL packing density was not associated with different implant types. By 16 weeks, the INL cells on the RGC side of the implant were significantly reduced. Such a loss should be a disadvantage for implant signaling to the remaining retina.

The migration of cells from the INL was only observed in TgP23H-1 rat retinas implanted with perforated IPAs and not by the photoreceptors in WT pigs. The perforation width is large enough to accommodate photoreceptors, thus, it appears that photoreceptors do not respond to the same cues and actively migrate through the perforations. Alternatively, this disparity could be due to differences in the degenerating retina and the WT retina, with the former undergoing structural plasticity more easily. The thinning of the INL on the RPE side of the implanted TgP23H-1 rats between 8 and 16 weeks suggests cell death (Fig. 4D). Because subretinal...
prosthetics are designed for patients with advanced photoreceptor degeneration, this INL cell migration using perforated IPAs is disadvantageous to the ultimate functional signaling capability particularly with long-term implantation.

**Active Devices Provide Additional Benefits**

When we compared TgP23H-1 rats implanted with inactive 5-µm perforated IPAs and active 5-µm perforated bPVAs, we saw similarity in the minimal migration of INL cells through the gaps (Figs. 3, 4). However, the addition of electrical activity in bPVAs significantly improved biocompatibility. There was no pseudo-rosette formation and little or no glial fibrotic response. Electrical stimulation from subretinal implants has previously been shown to have neuroprotective effects on the degenerating retina, slowing the rate of photoreceptor degeneration. In these experiments, active subretinal devices implanted into RCS rats housed under normal laboratory conditions provided significantly more protection to degenerating retinas than inactive subretinal devices. We speculate that an electrically-induced increase in expression of a neuroprotective agent, such as fibroblast growth factor 2, may reduce inflammation and/or injury responses. Thus, a device design with low tonic activity might be beneficial to the recipient retina. Since the bPVA design already has been shown to provide spatially relevant input in a central visual structure, it will be important to determine whether any of the changes in the IPA design lead to improved function. Evaluation of longer post-implantation times, similar to those we used previously, are also needed for active 5-µm perforated bPVAs to examine: long-term biocompatibility, when migration through perforations reaches equilibrium and how migration changes the implant-retina interface and ultimately visual function.
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